
That’s Not Really How It Works 
Sorry, buddy—you’re trying to play it by ear, but you’re not playing it by ear. 

 
… describe that warrior-like officer, I'd go with 7/7! 😉 

🤔 I've been involved in many local church communities… 
 
… notes on the piano while removing the middle of an apple with a string—the apple's 5/4/5! 😉 

🤔 Those police officers got skills… 
 
… hopelessly lost in the excess of frost—now that's what I call 4/5! 😉 

🤔 My mom's got two kids—her daughter… 
 
… best for this hard flooring—I'm thinking oak 4/5! 😉 

🤔 My general feeling changes daily… 
 
… percussionist's logo—it's a beautiful 6/6! 😉 

🤔 This delicious (and usually expensive) roe… 
 
… by repeating that mantra or just get lucky?  My guess is he got it thanks to 6/6! 😉 

🤔 The worst kind of comma misuse… 
 
… ape's a part of an independent fighting unit—he's a 7/9! 😉 

🤔 Toronto's Canadian Football League team, for short… 
 
… or woman in a habit?  If those are my options, I think I'll go with 4/3! 😉 

🤔 The Vatican leader… 
 
… tiny arthropod is incredibly strong—I've never seen that kind of fearsome 5/4! 😉 

🤔 I've missed every single fairway… 
 
… made visitors to the show predict who I'm most excited to see—our musician 5/7! 😉 

🤔 Fourth down?  Gotta kick it away… 
 
… comes to protein in my spaghetti, I always want more!  Think 6/7! 😉 

🤔 This ain't my first—been to many… 
 
… classrooms are getting worn.  I noticed right away when I saw the first 5/6! 😉 

🤔 I absolutely need to crack this cipher… 
 
… bread recipe calls for dandelions? Alright—let's start with the 5/6! 😉 

🤔 This is so unbelievably boring… 
 
… music store heist was a success.  In that bag, you'll find the 4/4! 😉 

🤔 Turn off the sound… 
 
… beautiful, narrow passage of water barely bends at all—pretty 8/6! 😉 

🤔 Check out my quads… 
 
… my legs to work this dough faster—you could say it’s something I 5/5/4! 😉 

🤔 My favorite loaf type… 


